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Focus on

EAERE 2022 Evaluation Questionnaire
EAERE2022 just ended. We are happy about the event, but would like to hear your side: your evaluation
becomes a critical tool presenting your views and, in turn, providing important feedback that will be used to design
future events. Therefore, we kindly invite you to help us improve our Annual Conferences series by filling out a 5minute survey evaluating the different aspects of the event. We thank you in advance for taking the time to
answer the questionnaire as frankly and openly as possible. All questions are optional. Your feedback will be kept
anonymous and will never be used for attribution. We kindly ask you to complete the survey by 15 September
2022.
Access the questionnaire here

https://a1d0g2.emailsp.com/f/rnl.aspx/?fdf=xwxnw_f.ee=o_gj8=vtz5&&x=pv&19.=ikf1g:0641c.ie&x=pp&rw3a:919e_c0e=qurxNCLM
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European Award for Researchers in Environmental Economics under the Age of Forty - 2022
We are delighted to announce the winner of the 2022 edition of the European Award for Researchers in
Environmental Economics under the Age of Forty - 2022: David Hémous, University of Zurich! He has made
significant contributions to the economic analysis of the role of technological changes to the dynamics of the
economy and of climate change. Congratulations!
For more information, visit the webpage dedicated to this award!

EAERE European Practitioner Achievement Award in Applying Environmental Economics 2022
EAERE is delighted to announce the winner of the 2022 edition of the European Practitioner Achievement Award
in Applying Environmental Economics: Francesco La Camera! He is leading the International Renewable Energy
Agency (IRENA), promoting energy renewables and energy efficiency, since 2019.
For more informatoin, visit the webpage dedicated to this award!

EAERE Fellows Programme - 2022
Ian Bateman and Christian Gollier are appointed as new EAERE Fellows
in recognition to their outstanding contributions in the field of environmental and resource economics.
For more information, visit the webpage dedicated to the Fellows Programme!

EAERE Journals: Impact Factor of ERE and REEP (2021)
It is with great pleasure that we announce that the Impact Factor 2021 for ERE and REEP journals has been
https://a1d0g2.emailsp.com/f/rnl.aspx/?fdf=xwxnw_f.ee=o_gj8=vtz5&&x=pv&19.=ikf1g:0641c.ie&x=pp&rw3a:919e_c0e=qurxNCLM
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released and is 4.955 for ERE (2020=2.181) and 7.048 for REEP (2020=6.049). As you can see, both journals'
trends are positive. We would like to thank all the editors and writers involved in the journals for their amazing job!

EAERE Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Initiative
In response to a demand from EAERE members to initiate a pathway leading to a common understanding on how
to make progress in diversity, equity and inclusion issues, EAERE promotes an initiative on Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion (DEI) within the Association. This initiative will promote fora for discussions, informing and involving
people, showcase data, mapping the main problems and identify goals with the final ambition of possibly
proposing solutions. An Executive Committee of the Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Initiative (DEI) is being
formed. It will contribute to the definition of the Association’s strategy to secure progress in these topics, to build
the Committee’s activity plan and explore fund-raising options.
For more information, visit the dedicated webpage on the EAERE website

EAERE Science-Policy-Business Interface
EAERE promotes a series of webinars entitled ‘EAERE Webinars on Science-Policy-Business Interface’. The
platform offered by these webinars aims to facilitate dialogue between the academic, political and corporate
spheres, by gathering speakers coming from these different sectors. Participation is open and free of charge, and
the series may receive financial contributions from companies and institutes. The first webinar was organised and
moderated by IAERE President Sergio Vergalli. The contents, the speakers and the sponsors of these webinars
are approved by EAERE, who has full responsibility and control over these three aspects – contents, speakers,
sponsors. A committee comprised of three persons appointed by the Council has the mandate to approve or not

https://a1d0g2.emailsp.com/f/rnl.aspx/?fdf=xwxnw_f.ee=o_gj8=vtz5&&x=pv&19.=ikf1g:0641c.ie&x=pp&rw3a:919e_c0e=qurxNCLM
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approve the webinars proposals. The first committee is comprised of Anna Alberini, Simon Dietz and Phoebe
Koundouri, with mandate starting on July 1st, 2022 and terminating on December 31st, 2023.
Dedicated webpage on the EAERE website

Endorse the Statement on the EU’s legislative proposals on climate change by signing it!
The Policy Outreach Committee (POC) of EAERE prepared a statement on the EU’s legislative proposals on
climate change that is presented for endorsement to the whole scientific community in Europe and worldwide.
The statement aims to draw the attention of policy-makers and public opinion on the implications of the legislative
package and on some key challenges that need to be addressed in the future. While the package can be further
improved, it takes a step in the right direction if we want to raise the ambition of the European climate policy and
achieve climate neutrality by mid-century. A rapid implementation of more ambitious policies is of crucial
importance to fulfill our commitments, particularly after COP26. The Statement has currently been officially
translated into: Finnish, French, German, Greek, Italian, Polish, Spanish and Swedish.
Read and sign the Statement here!

EAERE at ECHA: periodical report
Since 2012 EAERE has observer status at meetings of the Socio-Economic Assessment Committee (SEAC)
convened at the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) in Helsinki under REACH (Registration, Evaluation,
Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals). Dr. Mike Holland (Ecometrics Research and Consulting – EMRC,
and Imperial College London) and Prof. Roy Brower (University of Waterloo) are the current EAERE delegates.
EAERE’s position as a stakeholder organisation has developed to provide advice to the REACH process on the
application of environmental economics. EAERE representatives do not lobby specifically for adoption or rejection
of any proposals made, but provide comment on the science underpinning the arguments made. The latest report
on EAERE's participation at ECHA is available here.

https://a1d0g2.emailsp.com/f/rnl.aspx/?fdf=xwxnw_f.ee=o_gj8=vtz5&&x=pv&19.=ikf1g:0641c.ie&x=pp&rw3a:919e_c0e=qurxNCLM
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Join EAERE as institutional member!
Join EAERE as an institutional member in calendar year 2022!
Institutional membership is open to associations, and public and private institutions which operate in fields
connected with the aims of the Association or which pursue the aims and materially support the activities of the
Association or individual initiatives promoted by the Association, by providing human, organisational or financial
resources. Incomes from institutional membership fees will be used exclusively and completely to further the aims
of the Association. In addition to its usual rich portfolio, as of year 2022 EAERE is offering also two
complimentary 2022 individual memberships in EAERE to Ph.D. students! Join us by clicking here.
We take this opportunity to thank our Institutional Members from outstanding institutions worldwide.
Check the list of EAERE Institutional Members here

EAERE-ETH Winter Schools
EAERE and the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich (ETH Zurich) will run two Winter Schools in 2023:
“Natural resources and development in resource-rich countries”, coordinated by Christa Brunnschweiler
(University of East Anglia), from the 22nd to the 27th of January 2023, and “Climate Policies, Innovation, and
International Competitiveness", coordinated by Aude Pommeret (Université Savoie Mont Blanc), from January
29th to February 3rd, 2023. The Schools will take place in Monte Verità, Ascona (Switzerland). Further
information will be available here

16th EfD Annual Meeting in Uganda
https://a1d0g2.emailsp.com/f/rnl.aspx/?fdf=xwxnw_f.ee=o_gj8=vtz5&&x=pv&19.=ikf1g:0641c.ie&x=pp&rw3a:919e_c0e=qurxNCLM
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The EfD Annual Meeting is the largest and most vibrant conference in the Global South on the application of
environmental and resource economics.
The conference includes scientific and policy keynotes, thematic parallel sessions, and workshops. Presentations
will cover areas such as agriculture, air quality, biodiversity, carbon pricing, climate change, conservation, energy,
fisheries, forestry, gender, health, and policy design. this year's conference will take place on 22-26 September
2022 in Kampala, Uganda.
More information on the website

GGKP Expert Connect
As a Green Growth Knowledge Platform member, EAERE has been asked to contribute to the GGKP Expert
Connect service. The Expert Connect service allows developing country governments and institutions that
support these governments to engage directly with global experts who have agreed to provide up to 20 hours a
year of pro bono advice.If you are interested in participating as an expert, subscribe at this link.

Know more about the service here

Policy News

https://a1d0g2.emailsp.com/f/rnl.aspx/?fdf=xwxnw_f.ee=o_gj8=vtz5&&x=pv&19.=ikf1g:0641c.ie&x=pp&rw3a:919e_c0e=qurxNCLM
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EAERE at UNFCCC
An EAERE delegation composed by Edward Barbier, Simone Borghesi, Conrad Landis and Artemis Stratopoulou
took part virtually in the 56th session of the subsidiary bodies, which took place from 6 to 16 June 2022, at the
World Convention Center Bonn, Germany. A report of the sessions followed during the two-week conference is
available on the EAERE website.

Global Energy Outlook Comparison Methods: 2022 Update
An update to a harmonization methodology previously developed to support the comparison of global energy
projections issued by leading international energy agencies. Published by Resources For the Future (RFF).
Read the Full Report

New Public Consultations launched by the European Commission
The European Commission periodically launches public consultations about different policy areas. Through public
consultations, you can express your views on the scope, priorities and added value of EU action for new initiatives,
or evaluate existing policies and laws. Check out the latest open consultations available on topics relevant to the
EAERE and give your feedback. Particularly, we would like to flag the Air quality - revision of EU rules
consultation.
See all the Consultations

Upcoming Events

https://a1d0g2.emailsp.com/f/rnl.aspx/?fdf=xwxnw_f.ee=o_gj8=vtz5&&x=pv&19.=ikf1g:0641c.ie&x=pp&rw3a:919e_c0e=qurxNCLM
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Check out the Agenda on the EAERE website! All major events in EnvEcon signalled to EAERE are listed there
and classified by type. Below is a snapshot of the Agenda for the next month.

https://a1d0g2.emailsp.com/f/rnl.aspx/?fdf=xwxnw_f.ee=o_gj8=vtz5&&x=pv&19.=ikf1g:0641c.ie&x=pp&rw3a:919e_c0e=qurxNCLM
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Job Market

All the open positions signalled to EAERE are published on our LinkedIn webpage. If you wish to share a
vacancy with us, write to ottavia.carlon@eaere.org copying eaere@eaere.org.

OPEN POSITIONS

https://a1d0g2.emailsp.com/f/rnl.aspx/?fdf=xwxnw_f.ee=o_gj8=vtz5&&x=pv&19.=ikf1g:0641c.ie&x=pp&rw3a:919e_c0e=qurxNCLM
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https://a1d0g2.emailsp.com/f/rnl.aspx/?fdf=xwxnw_f.ee=o_gj8=vtz5&&x=pv&19.=ikf1g:0641c.ie&x=pp&rw3a:919e_c0e=qurxNCLM
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EAERE MEMBERS
Keep us in the Loop!
EAERE members are invited and encouraged to submit announcements for the EAERE Highlights newsletter, the
website, and social media networks by sending an email to eaere@eaere.org.

Follow us!

https://a1d0g2.emailsp.com/f/rnl.aspx/?fdf=xwxnw_f.ee=o_gj8=vtz5&&x=pv&19.=ikf1g:0641c.ie&x=pp&rw3a:919e_c0e=qurxNCLM
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European Association of Environmental and Resource Economists
Porta dell'Innovazione Building - 2nd Floor
Via della Libertà 12, Marghera-Venice, 30175 Italy
Phone: +39 041 2346065
Email: eaere@eaere.org
Website: www.eaere.org

You are receiving this email because you took part in an event organized by EAERE, or because you have shown interest in the
Association. If you do not want to receive any other communication about EAERE, please click on the unsubscribe link below.
Find more information on our Newsletter Privacy Regulation here.

Unsubscribe

https://a1d0g2.emailsp.com/f/rnl.aspx/?fdf=xwxnw_f.ee=o_gj8=vtz5&&x=pv&19.=ikf1g:0641c.ie&x=pp&rw3a:919e_c0e=qurxNCLM
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